Sense of Style 2
Jewelry Collection
Mom Photo Sport Pins

Prendedor para Mama' de Marco de Deportes para Fotos

Who's their #1 fan? You are! Show your support for your favorite athlete by wearing this unique pin on game day. Personalize your sports pin with a photo of your star!

Sports banner mom pendant includes a picture frame charm to show off your favorite athlete and 2 sport charms.

A fun way to show off your star! 2 ¼ in wide. Silver finish.

Cheer Mom
Item #3566 QG

Volleyball Mom
Item #3568 QD

Baseball Mom
Item #3571 QG

Football Mom
Item #3570 QF

Softball Mom
Item #3569 QG

Dance Mom
Item #3567 QC

Basketball Mom
Item #3572 QH

Soccer Mom
Item #3573 QI
Show your school spirit by wearing this "I Love..." sports necklace with a cubic zirconia gem and charm on a 17" adjustable black leather cord. Silver finish.

Sports token necklace with charm and adjustable black leather cord. Show how you feel for your favorite sport!

- Item #3574 QJ Cheer
- Item #3576 QK Volleyball
- Item #3579 QN Basketball
- Item #3575 QN Dance
- Item #3577 QL Softball
- Item #3578 QM Soccer
Fashion Jewelry
Inspired by Love

Designer Bracelet
Brazalete de Diseño Corazón
You have a "special someone" and you want to share your happiness. Silver heart on a 7/8" chunky link silver-plated finish. Toggle closure. Hypoallergenic. Gift-boxed.
Item # 3201 LA $10.00

Silver Hoop Earrings
Aretes de Aro Plateado
Item # 3285 LE $12.00

Have A Heart Earrings
Aretes de "Tener un Corazón"
Two pairs of large dangle heart earrings (one pair white and one pair black). Also included are two pairs of stud earrings (one pair white and one pair black). Synthetic costume jewelry. Hypoallergenic.
Item # 3277 HI $12.00

Silver Bangle Bracelets
Brazalete Esclava Plateada
These silver-tone bracelets will add a little glamour to even the most casual outfit. Silver finish. 6 3/4" in length.
Item # 3286 LF $10.00
White Horn, Heart & BFF Tag Necklace
Collar de un Colmillo Blanco, Corazón y Placa de BFF
A stylish black cord necklace with a white good luck horn and heart charm. Show your special friendship with the Best Friends Forever tag necklace. A silver ball chain gives you the option to add or remove tags and charms. Antique silver-plated finish. 24” in length plus 2” chain extender.

Inspirational Necklace
Collar Inspirador
Inspire those around you to “Live, Laugh and Love”. Three charms hang from a black leather cord. 18” length with 3” extender. Silver finish.

Designer Heart Necklace
Collar Diseño de Corazón
A medium-link chain necklace with heart charm has a toggle closure and will be a fashionable addition to your wardrobe. Silver finish. 18 1/2” in length. Hypoallergenic.

Braided Heart Bracelet
Brazalete Trenzado de Corazón
A unique look that includes silver heart accents. Bright, protective silver finish. 7 1/4” in length.
Leather Wood Bead Necklace
Collar de Cuero con Adornos de Madera
Great item to add a little "pizzazz" to your look.
17½" in length.
Item #: 3228 JP - $12.00

Leather Band Bracelet
Bracelete de Banda de Cuero
A rugged leather band with hemp stitching that will look great with jeans.
Adjusts from 8 - 9 inches.
Item #: 3229 LM - $9.00

Jewelry From The Male Perspective
Fish Hook Pendant Necklace
Collar de Gancho para Pescar
Handsome fish hook on a brown leather cord accented with two silver beads that provide nice detail.
Antique silver finish.
16" - 24" adjustable in length.
Item #: 3261 LK - $12.00
Black Horn, Peace & 
Cross Tag Necklace
Collar de Cuerno Negro, Simbolo 
de Paz y Placa con Cruz
A stylish black cord necklace with black good luck horn, peace symbol, and fleur de lis cross tag. Antique silver tone finish. 24” in length.
Item #3616 RS - $12.00

Engraved Cross
Necklace
Collar con una Cruz Grabada
This unique engraved ox bone cross is on a 21” long jute rope necklace.
Item #3641 JS - $13.00

Shark’s Tooth Necklace
Collar de Diente de Tiburón
Simulated shark’s tooth on an adjustable black leather cord. 16” - 24” adjustable in length.
Item #3260 LI - $12.00

#1 Dad Money Clip
Sujeta Billetes de Papá #1
Remember the #1 man in your life with this thoughtful gift. Silver finish.
Item #3210 HS - $10.00
Accentuate Your Style

Trendy Chain Necklace/Belt
Collar/Cinturón de Cadena
This versatile creation can be worn as a necklace or a belt. Antique silver finish. 37” in length with 4” extender.
Item #3247 LU - $20.00

Wear As a Necklace

Gold Bangle Bracelets
Brazalete Esclavo Dorado
Add a touch of flair to any outfit with these gold-tone bracelets. 8½” in length. Item #3287 LV - $10.00

Set of 8

Wear As a Belt

Gold Hoop Earrings
Aretes de Aro Dorado
These basic gold-tone earrings are an essential accessory to coordinate with any ensemble. Hypoallergenic.
Item #3288 LW - $12.00

Set of 6 Pairs

Puka Shell Bracelets
Brazalete de Concha Puka
Great for guys or gals. Neutral tones and elasticized for comfortable wear. Item #3208 JS - $10.00

Set of 7
Stylish wooden bead necklace that makes a strong fashion statement. 19" in length.

Item #3253 LJ - $20.00

Dangle earrings with wood bead and copper wire accents. Hypoallergenic.

Antique copper finish.

Item #3251 JJ - $12.00
Say It With Elegance

Freshwater Pearl Necklace
Collar de Perlas de Agua Dulce
Sophisticated and elegant this pearl necklace will complete your fashion statement. 16 1/2" in length with 2 1/2" extender.
Item #3270 LX - $20.00

Freshwater Pearl Earrings
Aretes de Perlas de Agua Dulce
Silver drop earrings with two dangling chains and a single pearl on each. Hypoallergenic. Silver tone finish.
Item #3271 HA - $15.00

Freshwater Pearl Bracelet
Brazalete de Perlas de Agua Fresca
A simple, timeless pearl bracelet with 2" extender. 7 1/2" in length.
Item #3282 HB - $14.00

Princess Necklace
Collar Princesa
A classic necklace with silver and light blue translucent beads that give a glamorous vintage look. Silver finish.
18" in length.
Item #3268 LX - $18.00

Set of 7

Interchangeable Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazon Intercambiable
Change your mind or change your outfit. Change your heart to match your mood. Wear a different heart each day of the week. This necklace comes with seven different hearts. Silver finish.
18 1/2" in length with 2 1/2" extender.
Item #3269 LY - $20.00

Mother & Child Pin/Pendant
Prendedor/Colgante Madre y Niño
This versatile piece has a pin back but can also be attached to a chain to be worn as a necklace. (Chain not included.) Bright, protective silver finish.
Item #3254 HC - $10.00

Freshwater Pearl Necklace
Collar de Perlas de Agua Dulce
Sophisticated and elegant this pearl necklace will complete your fashion statement. 16 1/2" in length with 2 1/2" extender.
Item #3270 LX - $20.00

Freshwater Pearl Earrings
Aretes de Perlas de Agua Dulce
Silver drop earrings with two dangling chains and a single pearl on each. Hypoallergenic. Silver tone finish.
Item #3271 HA - $15.00

Freshwater Pearl Bracelet
Brazalete de Perlas de Agua Fresca
A simple, timeless pearl bracelet with 2" extender. 7 1/2" in length.
Item #3282 HB - $14.00

Princess Necklace
Collar Princesa
A classic necklace with silver and light blue translucent beads that give a glamorous vintage look. Silver finish.
18" in length.
Item #3268 LX - $18.00

Set of 7

Interchangeable Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazon Intercambiable
Change your mind or change your outfit. Change your heart to match your mood. Wear a different heart each day of the week. This necklace comes with seven different hearts. Silver finish.
18 1/2" in length with 2 1/2" extender.
Item #3269 LY - $20.00

Mother & Child Pin/Pendant
Prendedor/Colgante Madre y Niño
This versatile piece has a pin back but can also be attached to a chain to be worn as a necklace. (Chain not included.) Bright, protective silver finish.
Item #3254 HC - $10.00
CZ Sparkle Earrings
Aretes de Brillantes CZ
Three different size cubic zirconia earrings are suitable for any occasion. Hypoallergenic.
Item #3250 JH - $12.00

CZ Open Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazón Abierto CZ
A lovely silver heart with a single cubic zirconia gem dangles from a silver chain. Silver finish. 16” in length with 3” extender.
Item #3249 JG - $18.00

Crystal Hoop Earrings
Aretes de Aro de Cristal
Exquisite hoop earrings with genuine European crystals will give the sparkle you want for that special occasion or night on the town. Hypoallergenic.
Item #3215 JC - $16.00

Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazón
Solid heart charm attached to an adjustable silver chain. 16” - 18” chain. High quality silver finish. Hypoallergenic.
Item #3212 HD - $18.00
Teen Selection
Show off your school spirit with these fun bracelets!

Teen Paw Bracelet
School Mascot
Brazalete de Patas de Mascota
7" stretch.
Item # 3237 JZ - $14.00

Teen Cheerleader Bracelet
Brazalete de Porrista Escolar
7" stretch.
Item # 3231 JT - $14.00

Teen Football Bracelet
Brazalete de Fútbol
7 1/2" in length.
Item # 3233 JV - $16.00

Teen School Bracelet
Brazalete Escolar
7 1/2" in length.
Item # 3236 JY - $16.00
Kids Selection
These cute and colorful 5” bracelets are sure to delight!

Kid’s Soccer Bracelet
Brazalete de Fútbol
Item # 3241 LD - $14.00

Kid’s Heart Bracelet
Brazalete de Corazón
Item # 3240 LC - $14.00

Kid’s Cheerleader Bracelet
Brazalete de Porristas
Item # 3238 LA - $14.00

Kid’s Gymnastics/Tumbling Bracelet
Brazalete de Gimnasia/Acrobacias
Item # 3243 LF - $14.00

Kid’s Dance Bracelet
Brazalete de Danza
Item # 3242 LE - $14.00

Nature’s Little Creatures Bracelet
Brazalete de Pequeñas Criaturas de la Naturaleza
Item # 3239 LB - $14.00
**Contemporary Accessories**

**Dragonfly Necklace**
*Collar de Libélula*
Brilliant cubic zirconia dragonfly on a chain will add a touch of whimsy to your style. Silver finish. 18” in length.
*Item #3262 LN* - $18.00

**Dragonfly Earrings**
*Aretes de Libélula*
Post dragonfly pewter earrings with dazzling cubic zirconia wings add a little sparkle. Silver finish. Hypoallergenic.
*Item #3263 LO* - $14.00

**Heart Key Chain**
*Llavero De Corazón*
Personalize this silver key chain with your own photo. Silver finish.
*Item #3411 LT* - $8.00

**Beaded Anklet**
*Tobillera de Cuentas*
This 8-inch silver anklet with 2-inch extender is accented with white and black beads. This dainty anklet will bring attention to all those cute shoes. Silver finish.
*Item #3205 JE* - $10.00

**Toe Rings**
*Anillo Para Dedo del Pie*
Your new pedicure will be spotlighted with these two different silver toe rings. Silver finish.
*Item #3204 JD* - $10.00
Copper Charm Necklace
Collar de Cobre de Dijes
Chunky chain necklace has ten assorted charms and baubles. Add or remove charms to make your own unique necklace. Antique copper finish. 23” in length.
Item #3264 LP - $18.00

Copper Charm Bracelet
Brazelete de Cobre de Dijes
Charming copper bracelet with ten assorted charms and baubles. This will look stunning when paired with the Copper Charm Necklace. Antique copper finish. Adjustable to 8”.
Item #3261 LQ - $15.00

Sun & Moon Earrings
Aretes de Sol y Luna
Day and night dangle earrings. One earring depicts the smiling sun and the other earring portrays the crescent moon. Hypoallergenic. Silver finish.
Item #3266 LS - $12.00

Sun & Moon Necklace
Collar de Sol y Luna
Dangling from a silver chain, the rising amber sun glows while the crescent moon smiles below. Wearing the sun in front and moon in back makes this necklace unique. Silver finish. 20” in length.
Item #3265 LR - $15.00

Copper Charm Necklace
Collar de Cobre de Dijes
Chunky chain necklace has ten assorted charms and baubles. Add or remove charms to make your own unique necklace. Antique copper finish. 23” in length.
Item #3264 LP - $18.00

Copper Charm Bracelet
Brazelete de Cobre de Dijes
Charming copper bracelet with ten assorted charms and baubles. This will look stunning when paired with the Copper Charm Necklace. Antique copper finish. Adjustable to 8”.
Item #3261 LQ - $15.00

Sun & Moon Earrings
Aretes de Sol y Luna
Day and night dangle earrings. One earring depicts the smiling sun and the other earring portrays the crescent moon. Hypoallergenic. Silver finish.
Item #3266 LS - $12.00

Sun & Moon Necklace
Collar de Sol y Luna
Dangling from a silver chain, the rising amber sun glows while the crescent moon smiles below. Wearing the sun in front and moon in back makes this necklace unique. Silver finish. 20” in length.
Item #3265 LR - $15.00
Active & Caring Gals

Sports Bracelets
Brazalete Deportivo
Show your love of sports by wearing these silver chain bracelets that include a charm representing the individual activities: Volleyball, Basketball, Softball, Cheer, and Soccer. Silver finish. 7 1/4" in length.

Item # 3280 HN
Cheer

Item # 3284 HR
Basketball

Item # 3282 HP
Softball

Item # 3295 QA
Dance

Item # 3281 HO
Volleyball

Item # 3283 HQ
Soccer

Breast Cancer Toggle Bracelet
Brazalete de Cancer del Seno
Show you care by wearing this bracelet to raise awareness. Bright, protective silver finish. 7 1/4" in length.

Item # 3244 LG - $14.00

Breast Cancer Angel Pin
Prendedor de Angel de Cancer del Seno
Support the many women who suffer and succeed against this disease. Hand-painted.

Item # 3279 HL - $12.00

A portion of the proceeds from the sale of all breast cancer jewelry will be donated to breast cancer research.

Breast Cancer Key Chain
Llavero de Cancer del Seno
You're a caring and compassionate person who wants to raise awareness, and support the search for a cure. Bright, protective silver finish.

Item # 3290 HM
$14.00

We guarantee the quality of our jewelry.
If you are not 100% satisfied we will exchange your item or refund your money, whichever you prefer. All items in this catalog are lead free and nickel free.